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Dr. Sam Mason sampling on Lake Erie 
aboard the US EPA Lake Guardian 7/14

Photo credit: David Boughton

Research builds our understanding and 
informs our outreach and education.

S.C. students research plastic 
degradation in shoreline setting

Photo credit: Mary Donahue

Photo credit: Grace Beahm Dr. Mary Donahue investigates impacts of 
microplastic on fur seal pups. 
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Students gather samples along Lake Erie



Public 
Outreach:

Building awareness and 
understanding leads to 
behavior change.



Penn State Webinar: "Hard to Digest—
Impacts of Enduring Plastic Remnants“ 
9/27/17

Number reached = 171

Outreach: for 
professionals

Building awareness and 
understanding leads to 
behavior change.



Outreach for 
the Classroom 
(and beyond)

Published on Tuesdays: 

Reaches 6,000 students and 

40,000 subscribers to the Erie 

Times News. 

Available at Seagrant.psu.edu.

Building awareness and understanding 
leads to behavior change



…fosters informed and 
responsible decisions that 
advance basin-wide 
stewardship…



Shipboard Science

Shoreline Science

Curriculum

Loanable Kits

Place-Based Education Experiences

The Center for Great Lakes Literacy

Educational Resources Ongoing SupportProfessional Development

Community of Practice

Inspiration from CGLL Stars

Professional Growth Opportunities

CGLL builds a community of educators, scientists, and citizens committed to Great Lakes literacy and stewardship through 

professional development, educational resources, hands-on experiences, and networking opportunities.

Understands the characteristics, 
functions, and value of the Great Lakes.

Can explain how the Great Lakes 
influence ecosystems and people in and 
beyond their watershed.

Can make informed, responsible 
decisions regarding use and 
management of the Great Lakes and their 
watershed.

www.cgll.org

Every summer CGLL selects 15 educators for a weeklong 
workshop on the U.S. EPA research vessel Lake Guardian. 
Participants work alongside scientists on one of the Great 
Lakes, gaining hands-on experience doing real research. 
Throughout the week educators are also acquainted with 
Great Lakes curricular resources to use back in their 
classrooms.

CGLL regularly offers land-based workshops in all Great 
Lakes states. Participants learn about issues affecting 
their local watershed, take part in experiential education 
and environmental stewardship, and have opportunities 
to interact with scientists. Great Lakes curricula and 
classroom activities are explored to inspire educators to 
bring the Lakes to the classroom. 

What is Great Lakes Literacy?

A Great Lakes literate person…

The Limno Loan 
program provides a 
high-tech water 
monitoring instrument 
and supporting 
materials. Students can 
collect and analyze 
water-quality data with 
equipment used by 
scientists.

The Aquatic Invader 
Attack Pack is filled 
with materials to help 
teach about aquatic 
invasive species, the 
problems they cause, 
and what can be done 
about them.

One of the biggest takeaways is the network and 
connections I’ve made. I have a wealth of colleagues 
and scientists I can call on.”“
The educators are the conduits by which I am able to
share what I do with a larger audience. For that I am 
especially grateful and appreciative.”“

More importantly than collecting data for my research, 
the goal of the cruise was to bridge the gap between 
scientists and educators so scientific research can be 
conveyed to the youth in our community. I think we have 
started to achieve this goal!”

“

Building CGLL Community of Practice

CGLL Educator Day
allows teachers to 
participate and learn at 
an international Great 
Lakes research 
conference and share 
emerging science 
education issues with 
scientists over lunch.

More educational resources on cgll.org

Subject Area
Grade Level
Topic
Great Lakes Literacy Principle

CGLL educators are 
encouraged to present at 
education conferences. 
Opportunities are also 
provided to co-present 
with a Great Lakes 
researcher at scientific 
conferences.

EPA Biologist (right) guides 
educators (left, middle) as they 

dissect fish stomachs. 

CGLL provides opportunities for learners of all ages to participate in outdoor education, citizen science,
environmental stewardship, and service learning with the goal of helping citizens make informed and 
responsible decisions that contribute to environmental, economic, and social sustainability in the Great Lakes 
region.
.

These diverse activities foster a personal understanding of issues affecting the environment and actions that 
can be taken to restore our ecosystem. Examples pictured above include detecting and removing invasive 
species from local habitats, assessing and cleaning up litter from beaches, and helping fellow citizens 
understand how human actions impact the health of the watershed. 

Children create a wetland habitat 
mural during a GLAD event at the  

Shedd Aquarium in Chicago, IL.  

Teachers study threatened Lake Sturgeon and their habitats 
alongside MSU fisheries researchers.

Educator keeps log on her watch during  a workshop aboard 
S/V Denis Sullivan.

Various Shipboard Science Workshop activities aboard R/V Lake Guardian.

Educators participate in CGLL workshops across the Great Lakes basin. 

These one‐day events focus on citizen science, local natural 
history, watershed awareness, the science of a lake’s critical 
issues, exemplary student‐led stewardship projects, or educator 
networking. GLADs raise awareness of Great Lakes issues and 
increase Great Lakes literacy among participants.

Great Lakes Awareness Days (GLADs)

Lessons and activities on a range of Great Lakes topics, 
including the one pictured here, are available for 
download on the CGLL website.

Read about and take 
inspiration from 
outstanding educators 
who motivate students to 
take action to improve 
the health of the Great 
Lakes watershed.

Exceptional Great Lakes 
scientists offer an insider 
scoop on their career 
path, research 
endeavors, and the 
importance of working 
with educators and the 
community. Dr. Jeanette Schnars encourages 

student questions in the lab.

It was a great experience that has 
completely renewed my passion for 
science!”“ Educator on Shipboard Workshop

The first-hand experience gives me 
credibility to be teaching the information.”“ Educator on Shipboard Workshop

I have much more confidence in the 
background knowledge I have so now I won’t 
be afraid to integrate it into my classes.”“

Educator on Shoreline Workshop

It’s great to have lessons ready to go when I 
get back in the classroom”“ Educator on Shoreline Workshop

A collaboration led by the Great Lakes Sea Grant Network

The Center for Great Lakes Literacy was established 
through a Great Lakes Restoration Initiative grant.

Scientist on Shipboard Workshop

Scientist on Shoreline Workshop

Educator on Shipboard Workshop

Allison Neubauer



In PA that looks like this:

Microplastics has 
been a hot topic!

Photo: Sarah Lowe

• Providing science-rich experiences and 
resources for educators

• Facilitating field and lab experiences for 
students

• Supporting students to develop and 
implement projects that allows them to 
become ‘agents of change’ 



CGLL provides field and lab experiences on microplastics
for educators

Engaging teachers with resources, 
access to experts, & ongoing support

*Cleanups
*Collecting and 
comparing ICC 
data Microplastic

sampling



Along with activities 
and lessons

Sea Grant-specific

• Ohio Sea Grant’s Coffee Pot Microbead ‘Lab’ 

• PA Sea Grant Nerds Activity

• Oregon Sea Grant’s Mitigating Microplastics Curriculum

• Florida Sea Grant’s Sampling for Microplastics in Beach Sand

• Educator’s Guide to Marine Debris NC, SC, FL Sea Grants

Debris Deck

Sampling for Microplastics in 
Beach Sand by Maia McGuire



No Impact Man by Colin Beaven
• 24-hour trash dissection
• Letter to over-packaged product 

company
• Visit to supermarket with shopping list
• Field trip to landfill
• Campus and beach clean ups
• Journaling to track behavior changes

Teachers share these with their students, 
and go further…

Hannah Evans, HS Biology 

Fort LeBoeuf SD, Waterford, PA



Today’s students are our future 
scientists, educators, 
stakeholders and policymakers. 

Facilitating student 
field and lab 
experiences



Engaging students through Stewardship: International Coastal Cleanup

2017 ICC by the numbers:
Volunteers School Cleanups Citizen Cleanups
Sites 18 17
Participants 1658 718
Amount of trash collected (combined) 3,677 pounds

Participation leads to awareness 
and then behavior change



Students share what they learn 
with each other at annual 
Great Lakes Awareness Day 
presentations…



And share with the public 
through poster displays 
at the GLAD…



Why use such time and resource intensive 
methods?

Engaging today’s students translates into 
awareness and action by our future scientists, 
educators, stakeholders and policymakers



These yearlong, CGLL-supported efforts promote
• a sense of civic responsibility 
• leadership and interpersonal skills
• critical thinking skills

Impacts

• Inspire an interest in high schoolers that 
translates to higher education and STEM 
career paths

• Encourage environmental stewardship 
and appreciation of healthy ecosystems



Discussion?

They also learn 
that individuals 
have the power 
to trigger 
positive change.

Marti Martz, mam60@psu.edu


